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Fig. 2. The West front. True to scale interpretation of Wood’s sketch in the light of surviving
remains. Reproduced courtesy and © John Blair. (From John Blair’s ‘Bampton Castle’ Bampton
Research Paper 1, 1988).

Fig. 1. The West front. From a sketch by Anthony Wood, 1664 (Bod. Lib. MS Wood E 1 f. 12).
Engraved by Michael Burghers, and published in Thomas Hearne’s ‘Life of Wood’. 1726. (Blair
(1998) fig. 5 and VCH XIII (1996), 24)

Fig.3. Survey Drawing, 1987. Repro-
duced courtesy and © John Blair
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The gatehouse spiral stair and octagonal
stair turret
Polygonal staircase turrets gained currency
in the late 13th century (e.g. Goodrich,
Herefordshire) and developed greatly in the
14th century. In many cases early staircases
were accessed from doors placed outside and
to the rear of the entry gate-passage
(Goodrich). Bampton is an example of a
single clockwise staircase accessed from
within and to the rear end of the gate-passage;
in this regard it is similar to many Edwardian-
era castles from the 1270s onwards (e.g.
Tonbridge, Harlech 1280s) (figs. 1-6). The
stair winder widths are generous, and this is
a feature of high-status spiral or vice stairs.
They are 1.2m wide and about 18-20 cm high
- an average height. Service stair risers are
usually a lot higher, sometimes up to 30 cm
(12 inches); extreme examples include
Tonbridge gatehouse (30 cms) and Wressle
(33 cms). What is particularly unusual at
Bampton is the design of the rear side of the
spiral stairs (i.e. the underside of the stair
treads). The steps are ‘cut-slab’ that is, the

winders are generally cut from one solid
section of masonry which are laid on each
other partially by overlap but the strength
comes also from the widest outer section
being embedded into the containing
cylindrical wall. This technology replaced the
vaulted spiral stair introduced by the Normans
which continued in England until c. 1220 and
a little later in west Wales. The wear on the
winders (in many cases re-laid by overlaying
thinner slabs in the outer sections) seems to
indicate the steps are original to the early 14th
century. The central newel also looks original.
 The surprise comes with the underside of

the steps (figs. 7-9). Usually the angular
under-treads are left exposed, although they
can have a narrow chamfer along the outer
underside of the step, such as Tattershall
(Lincs.) (1440s) (fig. 12). At Bampton the
chamfer has been cut right back to form a
continuous, smooth, sinuous clockwise
curving spiral - so seamless that the joints
are almost invisible. An examination
suggested that under the paint or plaster the
stone is tooled and cut in this form - a very
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Abstract

Bampton, near Witney, Oxfordshire, is a castle that was developed in the first quarter of the
fourteenth century from earlier beginnings. (For details see Emery, GMH Vol III, 55-58).
Aymer de Valence (1275-1324), Earl of Pembroke, obtained a licence to crenellate in 1315.
It is uncertain how much was accomplished before he died in 1324. An initial analysis of
the site and the remaining fabric was made by Dr. John Blair (1988). A further visit was
made by the writer and Neil Ludlow to look at specific components of the remaining west
gatehouse block with a view to clarifying any construction that may have been initiated by
Aymer (figs. 4-6). This research related to potential build dates, function, sources and
affinities of various architectural/constructional elements. Rather than any kind of compre-
hensive review of the whole site, the aim was to concentrate on just a few specific features
of the gatehouse group of buildings that may not have previously been documented or
commented on in such great detail. The six areas examined are as follows: A: The spiral
stair and stair turret. B: The gatehouse vaulting C: The gatehouse entry and exit arches; D:
The traceried two-light transomed window facing the courtyard E: The arrow loops and
curtain walls; F: Chamfer stops & fireplaces. All potential diagnostic features.
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Fig. 4. ABOVE: Part view of the Bampton complex.  Gatehouse, and stair turret, courtyard side -
centre - with lodging block - right - and the 1870s Victorian house - left. View from the ‘Mound’
looking west.
Fig. 5. BELOW Left: Courtyard side: detail of the blocked up gate-passage with inserted floor.
Fig. 6. BELOW Right, the early 14th century two-light transomed window with flowing tracery.
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Figs. 7, 8: ABOVE: Left & Right: Maxstoke Castle: narrow spiral ‘cut-slab’ stair in the front (south)
gatehouse turret,  c. 1340s.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 9. Bampton gatehouse. Cut-slab spiral staircase within the attached semi-octagonal
turret. Right: Fig. 10. Blarney tower house, c. 1480. The north-east main cut-slab spiral stair with
generous winders approx 1.3m wide. No newel. Very slight chamfer on the reverse side of the steps.
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Fig. 13. Below:  Battle Abbey gatehouse, built c. 1338. Pedestrian and main cart / traffic two-bay
dual vaults supported by sidewall columnar shafts with capitals. No portcullis.  Image © Trustees
of the British Library. Artist: Samuel  Hieronymus Grimm; watercolour,1783, Shelfmark: Addi-
tional MS 5670, Item number: f. 39 (no. 75). Reproduced with thanks.

Fig. 11. Clonshire hall-house, Co. Limerick, Ire-
land. ‘Cut-slab’ sinuous spiral stair, c. 17th cen-
tury stair tower extension.

Fig. 12. Tattershall castle. ‘Cut-slab’ spiral
stair, c. 1440s with a chamfer on the under-
sides. Countersunk handrail.
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elegant and rare finish. The only other
directly comparable example is found in the
gatehouse at Maxstoke castle
(Warwickshire), c. 1340-50s. (Castle Studies
Group Journal 25, 144-151). Here the
interlocking sculpted winders are also
embedded and chamfered seamlessly (figs.
7-8). Unlike Bampton it is in a forward
octagonal stair turret of the twin-towered
gatehouse - which also includes a ‘stellar’
vaulted gate-passage. Blarney castle, (Co.
Cork), a tower house dated to the 1480s,
includes a superb example of a wide (and
newel-less spiral stair with sculpted rear
winders (fig. 10). Another good example,
although late, is Clonshire Hall-house, Co.
Limerick (fig. 11), (CSG Journal 23,  28, 29).
The date of this is problematic, but it is
probably 17th century. Many well known
late-14th and 15th-century prestigious iconic
set-piece castles such as Warwick, Old
Wardour and Tattershall do not include this
elegant feature of accomplished precision
construction. Another late medieval example
of a staircase that does is Oxburgh Hall
(Norfolk) (1480s), but this is of wide rubbed-
brick construction, which takes takes us back
to a renaissance of vaulting techniques.
  The skills and talents for creating smooth,
sinuous, sculpted undersides of spiral stairs
appear to have originated, possibly as early
as the 12th century, and one famous example
is the ‘Vis Abbaye de Saint Gilles du Gard’
near Arles in Provence. The exquisite
geometry and quality of the stone steps,
vaulting and newel attracted craftsmen from
all over Europe, who marked their visit to the
stair with engraved graffiti paying homage
to it. Student masons also made the
pilgrimage and made models of the stair as
their masterpiece for their masters. (The bell
tower north of the abbey, which the stair
served is now only a ruin, but fifty stairs and
the vaulting are still intact).

Vaulting: The gate-passage two-bay
vaulting and the entry arches
General two-bay quadri/octopartite
vaulting fits stylistically into the late 13th
and 14th century. Having said that, castle
gatehouse vaulting (as opposed to church
& ecclesiastical roof & hall porch vaulting)
of this particular type, at this early 14th
century date, remains extremely rare. What
is clear is that up to this time (say 1315-20)
and even up to the 1340s, e.g. at Alnwick
(Northumberland) castle’s outer gate, any
major castle gate-passage, if vaulted,
would have been of the muscular
transverse rib-vault type - like Goodrich,
St. Briavels (partly destroyed) and the
majority of the Edwardian castles; that is,
substantial military-gauge individual
straight transverse ribs with a chamfer.
 The more delicate quadripartite diagonal
ribbed vaulting for gatehouses was
unknown in any castle at this time (1315-
20), but seen quite regularly in chapels,
oratories and high-status small, intimate
chambers. Bampton’s vaulting appears
primary (fig. 3),  marking, together,
perhaps, with Okehampton’s gate-passage
(partially destroyed), the earliest use of this
construction format in any English castle
gate-passage. It was not until about the
1340s-50s period that similar ribbed
quadripartite vaults gained traction in
higher-status castle gatehouses, and are
seen at: Battle Abbey’s two-bay gatehouse
(fig. 13, 1338-40) (Coad, 2017); Wells
Bishop’s Palace gatehouse, (1340s;
quadripartite); Maxstoke, 1340-50s, with
its two-bay stellar vault pattern (figs. 14-
16), (and Emery links Maxstoke with
Bampton - see GMH Vol. III, 56); Cradle
Tower (Tower of London, two-bay
quadripartite, 1348-55) (Brown & Curnow,
1984, 82-83); Warwick 1350s (two-bay
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Fig. 14 Far left: Maxstoke.
Plan (cropped). Two-bay
stellar vault with floriated
bosses behind a draw-
bridge and portcullis. c.
1340-50s.
Fig. 15. Left: Maxstoke
gatehouse vault. The vault
structure and detailing at
the Warwick Castle gate
passage is simpler but the
similarities including the
pointed corbel finials indi-
cate the same family of
masons at work at about
the same time.
BELOW: Fig. 16. Maxstoke’s
two-bay stellar vault over the
gate-passage c. 1340-50.
Detail of the tightly bundled
floriated bosses with rosette
centres.
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quadripartite); Bloody Tower (Tower of
London, octopartite, 1360-62) (Brown &
Curnow, 1984); Windsor (the misnamed
Norman Gate), 1355-61 by Sponlee, two bay
quadripartite (Brindle, 2018);  Brougham,
Cumbria, (two-bay quadripartite) (arguable
date - the writer has published previously as
1360-70s but it could be a little earlier, see
CSG Journal 27, 155-165). It is obvious that
more complex (and unmilitary-style) ribbed
diagonal cross-vaulting quickly became an
elite status symbol, imitated by the nobility
from the mid-14th century, in trying to turn
castles into more fashionable country houses.
  Bampton has a two-bay octopartite ribbed
vault with two carved floriated central bosses
(figs 17-18). What is unusual about
Bampton’s gate-passage vault  is the fact that
the internal wall supports for the springers
for the vault, usually taken from brackets or
corbels embedded in the enclosing walls
about half-way up, are taken from attached
shafts or lesenes that rise directly from the
ground-floor level (figs. 19-21, 29-30).
  In any castle gatehouse, this kind of feature
- the attached full-length wall-shaft - is
almost impossible to find (only two of the
above-mentioned examples have it, the
notable and almost contemporary example
at Battle Abbey Gatehouse c. 1338-40.
(Coad, 2017, 19-21), and the Samuel
Grimm sketches illustrate it well (fig. 13,
British Library). It is not an exact parallel
as the engaged wall shafts are circular and
topped with capitals that act as the
springers. The other example (of the 1340s)
may have been Okehampton, where the
remains of broken off Beer stone piers are
embedded in situ at the base. Otherwise
full-length attached shafts are first seen,
probably, at Raby castle in the 1380s
(Hislop, 2007), where the whole ensemble
follows a fully Perpendicular style (and

probably designed by John Lewyn). Raby
is also an octopartite vault, but the vault
ribs are double chamfered and / or hollow
chamfered and are altogether different to
Bampton in their level of light and almost
paper-thin delicacy in the style of the
Aerary porch at Windsor castle (St.
George’s chapel c. 1353-54) (Brindle,
2018, 90-93; Goodall, 2011, 280). So
Bampton appears to be the earliest gate-
passage example we know of with: (i) a
quadripartite / octopartite castle gatehouse
rib-vault and (ii) full-length wall shafts
supporting the springing of the vault.
  These features appear very ecclesiastical,
and along with its west front cross-
buttresses (figs. 2, 40) suggest that the
Bampton masons had probably been
working within an Oxford collegiate or
chapel environment.  It was the cross-
buttresses that effectively enabled the rib-
vault to be safely constructed - the passage
side-walls are relatively thin - and, unlike
Maxstoke (1340s), and Wells Bishop’s
Palace gatehouse (1340s), there are no
flanking towers to support the thrust of the
vault; this combination - vaulting and
cross-buttresses - is one of the areas in
which contemporary collegiate influence
shows most clearly.
  It explains particularly why the  full length
wall shafts were included, transferring
more thrust down to the ground rather than
totally depending on the mass of the side
walls. It is also interesting to note that Little
Wenham Hall (1270-80) with its ground-
floor quadripartite vaulting, and Meare
Manor House, also have cross-buttressing,
in the former case in the 1250-1280
accommodation block, and in the latter, the
1330 hall block at Meare. Exterior diagonal
angle-buttresses in secular buildings start
appearing generally a little later (e.g. the
Cradle Tower, Tower of London - 1350s).
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Figs. 17, 18. Bampton gatehouse. Two of the gate-passage floriated roof-bosses; one with a small
tight central rosette, similar to Maxstoke (above). Also cf. The Congregation House, Oxford, (figs.
27-1, 27-2). Below, the foliage is rather looser which might suggest a time lapse between the two.
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ABOVE: Figs. 19, 20. Gate-passage - inserted first floor, with central north & central south
vaulting shafts that extend down (through the floor) to the ground floor.
BELOW: Fig. 21. 1970s photo, taken during a period of previous occupation, of the inserted
first-floor of the gate-passage looking west toward the entry arch, with field and moat beyond. The
north-west vaulting shaft.
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A few notes on Bampton castle, Oxfordshire

  A close local parallel to Bampton and an
interesting example of this vaulting
configuration is the Congregation House,
Radcliffe Square, Oxford - part of the
University chapel of St Mary the Virgin, High
St (figs. 22, 23)  It is dated to c. 1320 by the
Royal Commission, (without qualifying any
dating argument) and has buttresses and
three-bay quadripartite vaulting with floriated
bosses similar to Bampton.
  Very unusually, the vault shafts continue
down the walls to the floor (figs. 24, 25);
there is also an upper storey that used to be
a library. The quality of the execution and
the finish here is high. Whilst the vault ribs
are taken down to the floor, they are subtly
moulded and the chamfers either side of the
rib taper so that the rib reduces to about 3.8
cms (1½ inches) or less at its tip. In addition
the chamfer changes from a flat chamfer
either side to a half-round ovolo, with the rib
becoming a fillet between the ovolo curves.
i.e. the whole rib subtly changes to become
semi-columnar. It is impressively stylish,
and Bampton does something similar - the
ribs emerge from the shafts with the same
neat ‘pyramidal’ broaching in the junctions.
Ceiling ribs are similar - the rib tapers, and
the bosses are comparable (figs 26-1, 2).
  The Congregation House vault-bosses
appear to be in the late-13th century tradition
of looser foliage e.g. Southwell Minster
Chapter House, unlike the tight foliate
rosettes which had begun to emerge c. 1300
and which appear to be present at Bampton
in at least one example. The Bampton bosses
are very weathered, but the two surviving
rosettes do appear to be of this later form
(figs. 27-1, 2). The Congregation House,
once used as a chapel, is now a popular café
/ restaurant so can be visited on any day.
(An Inventory of the Historical Monuments
in the City of Oxford - Royal Commission

on Historical Monuments England, 1939.
plate 205, 133-136, plan p. 134).
  For other local free-standing gatehouses
of the same general period, there is one
gatehouse (without passageway-vaulting or
cross-angled buttresses) which is worth
looking at in further detail: Broughton
castle, near Banbury  (Emery, GMH Vol III,
72-80). John Goodall had an excellent piece
about Broughton in Country Life (May 1,
2013, 130-135), and whilst  he mentions that
the gatehouse is probably late 14th century,
Harry Gordon Slade (Archaeological
Journal, Vol. 135, 1978, 138-194)
(http://www.broughtoncastle.com/further-
reading/broughton-castle-oxfordshire-
%e2%80%a8by-harry-gordon-slade/) may
have been right in suggesting that the lowest
section of the gatehouse may be earlier.
John Harvey thought the gatehouse was c.
1405, when the licence to crenellate was
issued (Harvey, 1978, 144, 155). The lower
half could well be c. 1300-1315.
  John de Broughton was a captain in
Edward I’s army and may have known
Aymer de Valence, the builder of
Bampton. There are some affinities
including the general cross-slit arrow-loop
style, but the overall conception and
aesthetic, whilst similarly a two-storey
rectangular box with an attached polygonal
stair turret, is far removed from Bampton.
 Another local twin-towered gatehouse built
from c. 1312 is Boarstall Tower,
(Buckinghamshire) (Rob Dixon, 2009, CSG
Journal 25, 149). This is also a gatehouse
built in the full late-Edwardian style (twin
front octagonal turrets; two mirrored
polygonal rear stair-turrets, symmetrical (x
4) cruciform arrow loop oillets); the bridge
over the moat and the arrow-loop style are
also comparable. However, there is no (or no
longer) any gate-passage vaulting.
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The Congregation House, Oxford, c. 1320. The room acts as an undercroft to what was a library above.
ABOVE: Figs. 22-23. The three-bay layout - quadripartite vaults with wall-shafts tapering to the
floor. They lack the axial central ridge rib that is seen at Bampton (the addition of which creates
the octopartite effect).
BELOW: Figs. 24-25. The descending ribs of the vault-shafts develop into a fillet dividing what
become quarter-round ovolo mouldings thus creating an engaged column or pilaster effect.
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ABOVE: Fig. 26 -1, 26- 2.  The Congregation House. Examples of the wall-shafts and ribs fanning out
from the central division of the bays. BELOW. Fig. 27-1, 27-2. The vault bosses are fragmentary but
appear to be of tightly compacted leaves - but rather looser and more foliate than Bampton or Maxstoke.
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  To summarise this section: the source of the
general form of the Bampton gatehouse and
its vaulting is an Oxford chapel / college
environment (for example, Merton College)
and specifically has affinities to the
Congregation House. This might allow for
a date range of the Bampton gatehouse to be,
say, between 1315-35.
Gate-arches: The gatehouse entry (west)
and exit (east) gate-arches
These two series of monumental portal arches
are a grandiose, unusual and interesting
element to the gatehouse structure; that is, the
pristine form of the 10ft (3m) wide, 20ft
(6.1m) high pointed-arch gate-arches, all in
finely dressed limestone ashlar, executed to
the very highest quality (figs. 28-34).
Surprising because the gatehouse has now
been wrapped up inside a domestic cloak
which hides its pre-eminent quality (fig. 28).
The west group of arches, facing the moat
and the field, now partially hidden by the 17th
century walled-up infill, are of two ‘orders’
- one ovolo (inner) and one bevelled (square
with rounded corners) (figs. 29-30). The
spectacular group of inner-arch orders on the
opposite east, courtyard facing side, very
consciously observable when arriving through
the passage into the courtyard, is of three
‘orders’ including the vault shafts (four if you
include the jambs of the attached side doors).
These strongly defined ‘orders’ consisting of
a profile of one bevelled shaft and two half-
round ovolo arches, worked as if one
conjoined section - in effect clustered shafts,
giving a powerful, impressive undulating
splayed effect, reminiscent of Merton College
chapel crossing (figs. 31-33, 38.1-3) In
addition there is a separate outer arch in each
case, a half-round ovolo, tucked under the
exterior hood-mould. If the inserted floor and
infill at both ends were removed the effect
would be stunning.

 There are only a few other comparable
contemporary gatehouses / clustered shaft
pier arches within a range of twenty years.
The lowest sections on the most visible and
impressive east inner-arch jambs, toward
the courtyard, are similar to the lowest tier
at the base of the crossing piers at Merton
College chapel, Oxford (figs 38.1-3).
Bampton’s ovolo-moulded profiles are
also similar - to some degree - to the inner
order of Berkeley castle’s inner gatehouse
arch; (the outer arch is chamfered) (figs.
37-3,4). The profile of the west rear jambs
is similar to, but rather more advanced,
than the more simply rounded (i.e.
bevelled) profiles at St. Briavels (1290s)
(fig. 36-1), and perhaps closer to the
profiles at Beverstone castle, near Tetbury,
Gloucestershire (fig. 36-2). It is tentatively
suggested that the evidence is good
enough, taken along with Berkeley’s
triangular heads, to consider a strong
Marches / Severn Valley / West Country
connection to Bampton. Mouldings are
mainly chamfered at Goodrich, but some
look like they are similarly bevelled (not
as a result of weathering), e.g. the south-
east tower door-jambs and arch. Emery
(GMH,Vol II, 62), mentions Smyth’s
dating of the Berkeley gatehouse (from c.
1330), with its ogival-headed side-door
dated to 1313, which is actually more
probably 1330s in our view. Any Goodrich
links to Bampton were continued by the
succeeding owners, the Talbots.
  Then there is Oxford’s Merton College and
chapel. The chapel crossing-piers are very
much like Wells cathedral, not just in terms
of the clustered shafts but also the capitals
and bases, which are  in the tradition of the
‘school of William Joy’ (fl. 1329-1348)
(figs. 37, 38-1-3). Joy’s school is proven at
Exeter and, it is argued, pretty much
demonstrable at Merton. The Listed
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Fig. 28. ABOVE: Bampton gatehouse: The west front, gatehouse entrance, and remains of the
curtain wall. Engraving from Turner & Parker, 1853 (Vol. II, 260). The original section of the
curtain reaches a height of 33 ft.
Figs. 29, 30. BELOW:Ground floor. The lower sections of the sturdy bevelled gate-arch jambs
towards the west - toward the moat: left - south arch, right - north arch, with flanking arrow-loop
embrasure converted into a fireplace.
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ABOVE: Fig. 31. Gatehouse passage - ground-floor - looking east to the courtyard side. East
rear-face gate-arch piers reminiscent of bold church crossing piers. The outer flatter shafts - third
along from both right & left, with the bevelled edges are the continuation of the vault shafts.
BELOW: Fig. 32: Left - two-centred door arch leading north to the attached lodging block, part
of which may be contemporary with the gatehouse. Right: Fig. 33: Doorway leading south to the
semi-octagonal staircase turret. Courtyard arch to the left.
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Bampton Castle Gatehouse - at the level of the inserted first floor.
ABOVE: Fig. 33. Gate-passage rear arch on the east side, facing toward the courtyard - a more
detailed and prestigious group than the west entry arches.
BELOW: Left: Fig. 34. The north corner of the east rear-arch & upper section of the vault shaft
springing.  Right: Fig. 35. Soffit of the east gate-arch with quarter and half-round ovolo mould-
ings, with broad central fillet.
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Fig. 36-1 to 4. Above: 1. St Briavels twin-towered gatehouse, c. 1293-6 (bevelled jambs & arches).
2. Beverstone Castle - possibly by 1330-40. The half-round portcullis groove is associated with
those patrons and masons close to the king’s works.
Below: 3. Berkeley Castle - Inner Gatehouse entrance with quarter-round ovolo to the face. 4.
Berkeley Castle.  Entrance arch detail with the ogee-arched door just behind the gate leaf; 1330s?

1 2

3 4
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Fig. 37. Merton College. The Chapel. Clustered West crossing-piers. 14th century (perhaps
1330, Thomas of Witney).  Looking from the south transept to the north. Noted similarities
with both Exeter and Wells.
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Merton College chapel: Fig. 38-1 to 3). ABOVE 1. The west crossing piers -  the S-W pier base.
BELOW: 2. The S-E pier towards the choir. 3. The base of the S-W arch of a blocked opening in the
south transept close to the S-W pier.  A mixture of early and late 14th century. Later style is perhaps
a little less undercut.

1

2 3
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Buildings record dates the crossing-piers to
1330-35, which fits the evidence, and states
that the south transept was added in 1368.
The capitals and bases in the east and west
Mob Quad vaulted passageways at Merton
are very similar, so they too are possibly
1330s with Joy influence. Finally, there is
much at Broughton - especially St. Mary’s
church - that could be compared to some of
the features mentioned above, although the
14th century building work does not quite
fit into the William Joy workshop tradition.
This building started life with John de
Broughton II c.1300-1315, continued by his
son (another John de Broughton) and
incorporates a variety of distinctive ovolo-
moulded shafts and jambs - south aisle
arcade, porch, etc.
  Though it is still possible that the Bampton
gatehouse arches could be as early as c. 1315
by Aymer de Valence, comparable  ovolo-
moulded profiles are more characteristic of
William Joy’s (fl. 1329-48) 1330s work e.g.
at Ottery St Mary church (especially in the
side-chapel arches), though Joy’s work here
features some deliberately retro design
elements like the uncusped ‘Early English’
graduated lancets. There may be further west
country links, and  Bampton church, part of
the Exeter diocese, has similar internal
features to those found in Berkeley Castle
(e.g. the windows in the chapel). Joy was
working within the same milieu as the older
master-mason Thomas of Witney  (fl. 1292-
1340), (Harvey, 1984,  338-341). Both are
known to have been working at Exeter and
Wells, and it may have been Thomas who
was an early exponent of the single and
back-to-back quarter-round ovolo profile that
began to appear in the first three decades of
the 14th century, followed by Joy, who fully
established its popularity. So whilst much of
the discussion above relates to developments
that appear to be confined in the second

quarter of the 14th century, and though it
seems more likely that the gatehouse might
be a Talbot, post-1327, construction, it would
not be surprising to find earlier evidence of
this distinctive style in the second decade of
the 14th century. More work needs to be done
on (a) the Talbots’ activities at Bampton after
1327 - there is a Talbot Arms hotel in nearby
Eynsham and (b) the activities and oeuvre of
master-mason Thomas of Witney (fl. 1292-
1342) (but see Harvey 1984, 338-341).
The traceried two-light transomed and
quatrefoil window
Margaret Wood, 1965, 354 & Pl. LVa)
seemed happy to assign the Bampton
window an early 14th century date,
according to its form and mouldings. What
is interesting is its setting and its flowing
tracery around the quatrefoil at the head
with its ogee lobes. The first reaction was
that the window had probably been re-sited
to its present position from elsewhere, say,
from the west side of the gatehouse tower
overlooking the moat, on the floor above
the vault (as per Anthony Wood’s /John
Blair’s drawing (now simply a gabled attic)
(figs 1, 2, 28, 40), although John Blair does
consider that the window originally here
may have been larger, and is now lost). It
sits rather high in relation to the present
roof-line and eaves (but see the Buckler
drawing, fig. 50). Certainly the interior
upper room size in the lodging block seems
out of place for the window / fireplace
combination (figs. 3, 49-1 to 3, 51, 52), and
one or both may have been removed and
re-sited when the top storey /battlements of
the gate tower were dismantled and then
the tower rebuilt with a gable.
  The style of the mouldings, with its
quatrefoil, the top and bottom lobes echoing
the ogee form, must also allow for a later
date than 1315, which does seem a little
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Fig. 39-1 to 4. Window tracery: 1. Bampton, 1320s?flowing & ogee. 2. Markenfield  Hall, c. 1310,
(geometric). 3. Broughton church, window in the chancel, c. 1330s,  flowing & ogee. 4. Broughton
Gatehouse (courtyard side), mid-Perpendicular, c. 1390-1400.
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early. (Note figs. 39.1-4 for comparative
examples of early 14th century window
tracery). The head mouldings thus created are
curvilinear, similar to, but simplified, when
compared to Meare Manor (c. 1330-50).
(Turner & Parker, 1853, ‘Meare Manor Farm’
298, 299; Emery GMH Vol III, 592). Another
early use of flowing tracery was in William
Joy's retrochoir at Wells Cathedral, probably
early 1330s.

  Bampton is undoubtedly quite an early
example of this form in a secular building.
See also Broughton church, chancel side-
window, c. 1330s - the window looks similar
to Bampton, but without the transom (fig.
39-3). In the case of Broughton castle
gatehouse, the mouldings at the arch heads
around the quatrefoils are moving toward a
Perpendicular style, becoming super-
mullions, suggesting c. 1380-1400 (fig. 39-4).

Whether the original two light-window
over the gate-passage at Bampton has been
lost, or whether it has been moved to the
west side of the lodging block, is not readily
determinable, but the mouldings, with the
transom and flowing tracery, conform to a
secular style of the second and third decade
(cf. Abbot’s Grange, Broadway, c. 1330).
Arrow loops / curtain wall / embrasures
The combination of the unusual regularity,
linearity and length of curtain, and the form
of the arrow-loops and half-round
embrasures, appear to be without precedent
in Britain. Unusual for four reasons:
1: The extraordinary 360ft (assumed) length
of straight curtain wall with a long line of
repetitive, regularly-spaced symmetrical
arrow loops (figs. 1, 2, 43).
2: The close repetitive sequence of shallow
high semi-circular embrasures (approx 7ft
deep) (figs. 2, 3, 45, 50). Two original
examples remain.

3: The intermittent ‘bartizans’ or semi-
circular wall-top turrets with an appearance
of a ‘wine glass’ stem taken to ground
level, slightly proud of the wall (figs. 1, 2).
A precedent and rather tenuous connection
may be found at the impressive circular
Bellver castle, Palma, Majorca, built by
architect Pere Salvà, together with other
master masons between 1300-1311 for
King James II of Aragon and Majorca (see
fig. 47 & caption).
4: The unusual shape of the arrow loop
‘oillets’ resembling an inverted stirrup.
Oillets in this period usually follow the
Caerphilly (which may have been retrofitted
in the early 14th century), Goodrich (1290-
1300 or later), Berkeley (1330s), Wells
Bishop’s Palace (1330s), style; that is, mirror
image cruciform slits terminating in fully
circular (or ¾ round) oillets (x 4).
Occasionally the top, left and right oillets are
left plain, not enlarged, or are in the form of
fishtails, but the lower oillet is usually
circular or stirrup-like, with the flat straight
side of the stirrup shape at the bottom. For
France, Jean Mesqui lists seven castles with
‘demi-cercle’ arrow-slits (Châteaux et
enceintes de la France médiévale, II,  251-
300). Those at Blois, Chauvigny and Loches
certainly have the stirrup ‘flat edge’ at the
outer end (and only at the bottom). Bampton
is eccentric, and totally unique possibly,
because the flat section of the ‘stirrup’ on all
four oillets are the other way up - on the inner
side of the slits, like a half-moon blade on a
garden edger (figs. 40, 42-44, 46-1 to 46-7).
  The length of the Bampton curtain wall
with closely-spaced regular syncopated
embrasures can only be likened to a very
few English town walls (e.g. Port Wall –
Bristol (1250s) - 22 arrow loops on one
level. It is assumed that that full
development of Bampton would have been
quadrangular at 360ft square (four times the
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ABOVE: Fig. 40.  Gatehouse and blocked gate-passage entry from the west with remaining section
of curtain wall to its south. The slot above the upper hood mould arch-moulding with three oillets
may have been used for drawing up the drawbridge or may be a gun-loop moulding inserted when
the gable was added. The gable has replaced the upper castellated storey.
BELOW: Figs. 41, 42.  Detail of the blocked up south facing flanking arrow loop, and one of the
two remaining curtain 8ft long arrow loops along the ground floor.
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ABOVE: Fig. 43.  The stretch of curtain to the south of the gatehouse. The arrow loops have inverted stirrup
oillets without precedent in Britain. The far right loop is shown in fig 45 (below, from the interior).

BELOW: Left: Fig. 44.  Detail of the loop above left,
one slit widened probably to accommodate a hand-
gun. Right: Fig. 45. Ground floor loop from the
interior embrasure (now concealed within a cup-
board in the Victorian house).
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Fig. 46-1 to 7. Cruciform loops with oillets. 1. Goodrich, Herefordshire,  S-W tower from the north, c.
1290s? (high cross-slit, no top oillet) 2. Kenilworth Castle (Water Tower) c. 1310 (fully rounded,
symmetrical, with slight chamfer along the loops & decorative only) BELOW: 3. Boarstall Tower,
Oxfordshire, gatehouse c. 1312-15 (symmetrical - fully rounded), 4. Broughton castle gatehouse,
probably c. 1310 (symmetrical - fishtails). 5. St. Briavels, Gloucestershire, 1293 - high cross-slit,
circular at top and base only ). 6. Wilton Castle, c. 1300+, Herefordshire, 4 x fully rounded oillets with
high cross-slits. 7. Berkeley Castle, Gloucestershire, within the shell keep. Tentative ½ round, c. 1330s?

1 2

3 4 5

6

7
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Fig. 47. The circular Bellver castle, Palma, Majorca, built by architect Pere Salvà, together with other master
masons between 1300 and 1311 for King James II of Aragon and Majorca. Any connection with Aymer and
Bampton is tenuous; however, the Kings of Majorca held Roussillon and Montpelier in S. France – Aymer
visited the Pope in nearby Avignon in 1309 and 1317 (J. R. S. Phillips, 1972 Aymer de Valence, pp. 29, 110),
possibly spending a couple of months there on both occasions. And Saint-Gilles Abbey (Gard) (staircase) lies
between Avignon and Montpelier.
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size of Maxstoke). In which case, the
potential number of loops could have been
up to 128 along the curtain, not including the
corner towers or gate towers (fig. 2).  One-
off wall-top bartizans are seen at Harlech,
1290s, perhaps Beaumaris (1300) and
Denbigh (1311), and were once believed to
be a James of St George innovation when
working under Edward I, although they were
actually introduced by mason John Francis
who had created them at Bâtiaz long after
James of St. George had left for England
(Coldstream, 1990, 28-29). These are
corbelled out semi-turrets - but without the
stems.
  At Broughton, curtain walling is not really
a feature, but at the back (south) of the main
house and hall block of c. 1300, there is an
unusual feature (a latrine?) that runs down
the side of the façade, with a stem, that
reminds one, with imagination, of the ‘wine
glass’ turrets along the walls of Bampton
illustrated by Wood (fig. 47, Inset).
 An array of tall, semi-circular open-backed
embrasures of this kind are unknown in
Britain. Fishtail and stirrup-ended loops are
reasonably common, especially in France,
but they are all with the straight, boot-rest
side at the base or extremity, not the other
way round. An inverse Bampton-type
example is yet to be found. See examples of
contemporary loops (fig. 46-1 to 7)
Goodrich,  Broughton, Berkeley, Boarstall
Tower, Kenilworth (Water Tower), St.
Briavels. As the fourteenth century
progressed, the loop symmetry became more
pronounced and the oillets further enlarged
for display.
  The cross-loops became dimensionally
centred on the vertical and altogether became
more playful. However, this small piece of
Bampton eccentricity apart, the form of the
cruciform loops in all other respects conforms

to the general stylistic trends of the 1300-1390
period. Functional, yes, but becoming more
theatrical, self-consciously symmetrical, and
ornamental and a visual demonstration of
capricious and ostentatious wealth.
Chamfer stops
Finally, at the base of the jamb of an outer
gate-passage flanking embrasure (north),
now converted to a fireplace (fig. 48-1 to 4),
there is a moulding in the form of a
pyramidal chamfer-stop, quite common at
Goodrich, Caerphilly, White and other
Marcher castles from c. 1260, though bar
chamfer stops go back to the early 1200s
(King John at Corfe, and Henry III at the
Tower. Normally seen in door or embrasure
jambs, they again hint at Marcher castle
influence well into the Midlands. Pyramidal
chamfer stops continued to be used, but
rarely, into the 1380s (e.g. Caldicot Castle,
1384), and are also seen on the inside of the
entrance-arch jambs of the porch at
Broughton church (fig. 48-4).
Fireplace mouldings
On the upper floor of the lodging block
Margaret Wood describes the hooded
Bampton fireplace (p. 264) comparing it to
the Old Deanery, Lincoln (her fig. 76), as
early 14th century.
  The fireplace jamb mouldings and the
corbels are all half-round ovolos similar to
those in the gatehouse arches, so are
probably contemporary. Interestingly, the
fillets in the jambs or pedestals are carried
up through and into the corbels (but are not
fully filleted - the rebate is only on one
side). This is an interesting rare survival and
probably derived from Bampton rather
than elsewhere. There are few remaining
fireplaces with hoods from the late 13th
and early 14th centuries. The one at
Stokesay, North tower (possibly reset),
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Fig. 48-1 to 4). ABOVE: Bampton Castle. Sharp pyramidal spur chamfer-stop. Inside of west
gate-passage entrance adjacent to the original arrow loop embrasure. 2. Goodrich. Bar chamfer-
stop above a low triangular nose form (Basement - solar - late 13th century).
BELOW:  Left: 3. Goodrich Castle - chamfer-stop with pyramidal nose (1280?s), (also seen at
Caerphilly c. 1268-70s). (basement, solar - window seat). Right: 4. Bar chamfer-stop with
triangular nose. Entrance porch jamb at Broughton Church, late 13th century?
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Fig 49-1-4. 1. The hooded fireplace at Bampton
gatehouse which has probably been re-sited. 2.
View from the window. 3. Detail of the corbels and
jamb with the decorative fillet. 4. The slightly
earlier (now hoodless) fireplace of approx. 1300
from the top of the north Tower, Stokesay castle,
Shropshire. Annular capitals below the corbels.
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Fig. 50. Bampton (Ham Court). Sketch of the east face from the courtyard by J. C. Buckler, 1821
(British Library, MS Add. 36372 f. 118). Drawn prior the to building of the Victorian house (which
incorporates the stretch of curtain wall shown). The Jacobean house has changed considerably.
The classical entrance porch has been removed, allowing the semi-octagonal stair turret to be fully
revealed. The roof has since been altered, the square chimney stacks and dormers removed. The
eaves also appear slightly higher than their current profile. The arrow loop embrasures remain in
place (within the 1870s Victorian house).

Fig. 51. Bampton - Survey drawings, 1987,  Top - the east
(courtyard) face (with speculative stair tower battlement-
ed top). Below: First-floor plan of the chamber or lodg-
ing block. Reproduced courtesy and © John Blair (1988).
The fireplace is virtually opposite the window.

Fig. 52. The early 14th century
two-light east facing window on the
first floor, possibly re-sited from
the west front of the gate-passage.
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(fig. 49.4), is without its probably wooden
hood, but the pedestals have the pencil-line
keel moulding, more familiar on later
window transom and mullion mouldings. St
Briavel’s castle is perhaps a closer example.

Conclusion
The owner of Bampton has kindly invited the
CSG, as a conference group, to visit the site
in April 2019. Members are invited to
consider the material evidence for the size,
form and function of the castle and comment
on the various features described in this
paper. Over the last few years the owner has
done much site clearance and has uncovered
additional stonework and various mouldings
which will be on view. Not all the interior
parts of the property may be viewable on the
day, but there is enough to see that confirms
that Aymer de Valence had serious Court and
political ambitions. As such Bampton would
have played a serious part, where a large
power base in the Thames Valley would have
promoted his interests and been an ideal
strategically placed location between his
assets at Goodrich, Pembroke, and his major
estates in Kent and the East of England.
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